1. DDPIBIJAPUR Logs in with his Credentials . Below is the Login page of DDPIBIJAPUR

2 DDPI then chooses Main menu Approve and selects the Sub-menu Sanction order generated Schools.

3 Once the Sanction order generated schools is selected, the following screen is displayed.

4 DDPI now has the option either to select individual blocks of his District as per the screen shot shown below.

6. He chooses the First block of his District namely “ Bijapur Rural“ to get “View” button as shown below

7. Now on pressing the view Button, ddpi is able to get the grid displaying all schools in his district for which Sanction order for the year 2019-20 is
generated The screen shot is as shown below.

8 The blank column on Extreme right shows schools whose sanction order status has to be updated. In order to do the update any school , ddpi has to
choose “ yes “ or “no” button . If School with Slno 1 has already been reimbursed for First instalment, ddpi chooses “ yes” and updates the date on
which the school is reimbursed. Corresponding screen is as shown below.

9 In order to Authenticate that the school has been Reimbursed on the Date entered, DDPI presses the “ Update “ on the extreme right corner and gets
the message warning him that details once updated cannot be rolled back again. This is as shown below.

10. Since DDPI has all the records to show that this school is already been reimbursed, he chooses “ yes” button to proceed further. Once this is
completed, he gets the following screen in which the First school in non-editable frozen form with blank option for updating data once again.

11 Now, let us have a look at the School with serial no 2 whose sanction order is generated but the payment is not done. DDPI chooses an option “ no”,
and updates this school. He gets the 11 (a), 11(b) and 11 (c) as shown below.
Screen 11 (a)

Screen 11 (b)

Screen 11 (c )

This way all DDPI’S have to complete process of mentioning whether the schools for which sanction orders are generated are already Reimbursed or yet
to be Reimbursed.

Once DDPI completes this Exercise, then CPI can login to his account and get information about the Overall progress achieved by all 34 districts as shown
below.
1. Login screen of CPI in which CPI has chosen the Sub-menu “ view sanction order generated report “

2. Once this option is Exercised CPI will be able to Select Individual district and see the Status of Reimbursement as shown below.

3.

CPI also has an option to choose “ All “ and see the progress made by DDP’s of all 34 Districts in entering Status of their respective districts.
Screen is as shown below. An option to Export to Excel format is also provided.

